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1 
In this paper we continue the study, initiated in [ 11, of functions of 
bounded deviation, i.e., those functions on the circle group T whose restric- 
tions to any interval Z have Fourier coefficients which are 0( l/n) uniformly 
in I. The question addressed there was to characterize the functions f such 
that 
l(fo gi xl(n)1 G Cf/n, n = 1, 2, . . . . for every g, 
g always denoting a homeomorphism of T onto itself. 
In [ 1 ] we showed that this inequality holds if and only if f is equivalent 
to a function of bounded variation, equivalence meaning equality on a set 
whose image under each g is of measure zero, i.e., a set of universal 
measure zero. 
Here we shall consider the conditions 
n = 1, 2, . . . . for every g, (A) 
and 
If0 g(n)1 G Cr.& n = 1, 2, . ..) for every g, (B) 
the subscripts in (B) denoting dependence of the constant on g as well as 
on J”. Clearly (A) implies (B). We shall show that these conditions are, in 
fact, equivalent and that the functions satisfying these conditions are, once 
again, equivalent to functions of bounded variation. 
If f is of bounded variation it is trivial that conditions (A) and (B) are 
satisfied, so it will suffke to show that if/is not of bounded variation then 
(A) and (B) fail. As in [l] it will suffice to show that iffis not of bounded 
variation in every interval (0,6), 6 > 0, then (A) and (B) fail. 
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We concern ourselves here only with regulated functions, functions 
whose discontinuities are simple. The extension to a wider class proceeds 
along the same lines as in [ 11. 
In Section 2 we demonstrate the result on (A) independently from that 
on (B). In Section 3 we demonstrate that iff‘satisfies condition (B), then,f 
must be of bounded variation and that, therefore, (A) and (B) are 
equivalent. 
2 
Using the results of [l], it is so easily seen that (A) characterizes the 
functions of bounded variation that we will present it independently of (B). 
In Section 3 of our previous paper we showed that if a regulated function 
fis not of bounded variation in every interval (0,6), then we can construct 
a homeomorphism g such that 
(Zk, + Ih/m, 4 /I fog(x)sinm,xdx -+co as n-+m, nlmn 
{m,,} and {k,} were increasing sequences of positive integers such that 
k,/m,<l and m,,+,>(2k,+l)m,, and f was continuous at g(in/m,), 
i= 1 , . . . . 2k, + 1. 
Let G,, = g on [0, (2k, + l)n/m,]. Divide the interval 
[2(k, + l)n/m,, 2x] into two subintervals, the right one being very small. 
Extend G, to a homeomorphism of T onto itself which is linear on each 
subinterval and has very small slope on the left subinterval. Now, since f is 
bounded. so is 
J 
nlm. m, f 0 G,(x) sin m,x dx, n = 1, 2, . . . o 
If G, is sufficiently flat on the left subinterval of [(2k, + 1)x/m,, 2771 and 
the right subinterval is small enough, we will have 
m, IJ (11 +l,n,m foG.(x)sinm,,xdxl<C<c, s=l,2,.... ” n 
Here we make use of the fact that f is continuous at g((2k, + l)rc/m,). 
In Section 4 of [ 1 ] an analogous construction was made for f which are 
not equivalent to a regulated function, but are universally essentially boun- 
ded. The argument may be completed as above using the fact that g was 
constructed so that f was approximately continuous at g((2k, + l)rc/m,). 
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3 
We now show that if f is not of bounded variation on (0,6) for any 
6 > 0, then f does not satisfy (B). As noted above, we assume that f is 
regulated. A striking difference between this argument and that used to 
establish the result concerning (A) is the emergence of considerations of 
sign. 
There exist disjoint intervals 1: = [au, bl,], i = 1, . . . . k,, ordered from left 
to right in (0,27c), whose endpoints are points of continuity off and which 
are such that 
For an interval I= [a, h], we let f(Z) =f(b) -f(a). 
Choose a positive integer m, such that (2k, + 1)/m, < 2. Let 
g(dm,)=a,,, gCWml)=h,~ gWm,)=~12,..., gW,dm,)=blk,, and 
g((2k, + l)n/m,)=c, E (b,,,, 2n:), where c1 is chosen close to 2~ in a 
manner we now describe. 
Let g be the increasing linear function mapping [(2k, + 1 )x/m,, 2713 
onto [c,, 2n]. Then 
sinmrxdx + sup 2nm,(f(2n-)--f(x)1 
.XE((.,,211) 
<21f(2n-)I + sup 2zm,If(2z-)-f(x)\ <2lf(2n-)I + 1 
.YE((.,, 277) 
if, for fixed m 1, c, is chosen close enough to 271. 
Exclude from each [in/m,, (i + 1 )x/m,) a small portion ending at 
(i + l)rc/m,. On the remainder let g be linear and of very small positive 
slope and on the excluded portion let g be linear and increasing and such 
that on [n/m r, (2k, + 1 )n/m , ] it is continuous. Thus 
s 
(Xl + 1 M/~I 
fo g(x) sin m, x dx 
Jml 
= ‘“5’ [2”‘m’fog(x+i~/ml)sin(m,x+in)dx 
qyf. ( gx+2in/m,)--fog(x+(2i-l)n/m,))sinm,xdx 
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where I/z,/ can be made as small as we wish by making the portion at the 
right end of each [in/( m, , (i + 1) rem, ] sufftciently small and giving the 
almost horizontal segments of g sufficiently small slope. Then we will have 
I 
2n 
ml f’o g(x) sin m,x dx 
n/m1 
choosing g so that h, is small enough. 
Suppose k,, m,, are defined for n = 1, . . . . Y so that (2k, + 1)/m, < l/m, ~, 
for n 3 2, g is an increasing continuous function from [n/m,, 2~~1 onto 
<a,,, 27~1, a,, < l/r, so that 
6 f 0 g(x) sin m,x dx > n (*) 
and f is continuous at a,, Note that f bounded implies 
m, j;@n fo g(x) sin m,x dx = U( 1) as n -+ co for every homeomorphism g. 
Since f is bounded, we can find I:+l=[a,+,,i,h,+,.i] and J:+l= 
C~r+,,i,~r+,,il, i=lt...,kr+I, collections of disjoint intervals on (0, a,,) 
ordered left to right, whose endpoints are points of continuity off, so that 
a r+l.I and K+,,, are in (0, l/r + 1)) and 
b+ I b+1 
T f(r:+‘)>(r+3)/2, f: f(J:+')< -(r+3)/2. 
Choose m,+, so that m,+,>(2k,+,+l)m,. For c,+rE(max{b,+,,,+,, 
br+ l.k,+J’ 4,h we extend g continuously as an increasing linear function 
mapping CR + , + 1)71/m,+ ,, n/m,] onto [c,, ,, a,,]. Then let 
i 
2n 
P=m,+, f 0 g(x) sin m, + , x dx. 
(2~r+l+~)7u~r+I 
We choose {Z, ,+‘I if P>O, {Jr+‘} if P<O. If P=O, we may choose either 
collection. Let us suppose that (4’ ’ } has been chosen. 
Let g(4m,+I)=~,+l,l~ gWmr+I)=~,+I,l~ g(3~/m,+I)=a,+,,2,..., 
gG’k,+ 1 n/m,+,) = h+l,~,+,y and g(G%+,+l)~lm,+,) = c,+,. From 
each CMm,+I, (i+ I),,, z/m,+, ] exclude a small portion terminating at 
(i+ l)~/m,+I. On the remainder of that interval, g is linear and of small 
positive slope. On each excluded portion, g will be increasing and linear so 
that on CTcIM,+ Ir (X, 1 + 1 M/m,+ 1 ] it is a continuous increasing map 
onto [a, + t, c, + t 1. Then 




~lmr + I 
= kg’ J”“‘” 1 
Cf 0 g(x + 2inlm, + 1 ) 
0 0 
-fog(x+(2i- l)n/m,+,)] sinm,+,xdx 
where we can make I/I, + , ) < i by making the excluded portions small and 
giving the almost horizontal segments of g sufficiently small slope. Then 
m r+l 
k,+ I
r+1xdx=2 1 f(zj+‘)+2h,+,+P, 
I 
which implies that, in absolute value, the left-hand expression exceeds r + 1. 
This (*) is satisfied with n = r + 1. Setting g(0) = 0 we see that this inductive 
process defines the required homeomorphism. 
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